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Abstract

In this paper, we investigate a robust information clustering (RIC) algorithm incorporating spatial information for breast mass detec-
tion in digitized mammograms. The detection system employs RIC algorithm based on the raw region of interest (ROI) extracted from
global mammogram by two steps of adaptive thresholding. Pixels on the fuzzy margin of a mass and noisy data were identified by RIC
through the minimax optimization of mutual information. The memberships of the identified pixels (outliers) were recalculated by incor-
porating spatial distance information that takes into account of the influence of a neighborhood of 3 · 3 window. The algorithm is robust
in the sense that both peak and valley of image intensity histogram are estimated and the pixels corresponding to valley in the histogram
are clustered adaptively to image content. The purpose of the detection system is to locate the suspicious regions of mass candidates in
the mammograms which will be further examined by other diagnostic techniques or by radiologists. The proposed method has been ver-
ified with 60 mammograms in the MiniMIAS database. The experimental results show that the detection system has a sensitivity of 90.7%
at 2.57 false positives (FPs) per image.
� 2007 Elsevier Inc. All rights reserved.
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1. Introduction

The cancerous tumors are hard to be visually detected
when they are embedded in or camouflaged by varying den-
sities of parenchymal tissues, particularly, the dense paren-
chymal breast tissues. It is a challenging task to detect
masses within such background tissues in screening mam-
mography, which has been recommended as the most effec-
tive method for the early detection of breast cancer. In
addition, masses with various sizes and shapes may fail
to generate a template that presents the common geometric
properties of tumors. A lot of research work based on var-
ious theories have been carried out to tackle the problems
of computerized mass detection. Doi et al. [4,33] have
developed several methods for automatic detection of
masses in mammograms. One of the methods employs a
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nonlinear bilateral-subtraction technique that locates the
initial mass candidates by using multiple subtracted
images. An artificial neural network was used to reduce
false-positive detection resulting from the bilateral subtrac-
tion based on various features. In classification, the main
concern of a mass in question to be malignant was based
on the degree of spiculation.

Other methods of computerized detection and analysis
include the earlier work done by Li et al. [5]. They pro-
posed a Markov random field approach that lies in the cat-
egory of region based algorithm to do breast mass
detection. The algorithm was reported to have achieved
90% sensitivity with 2 FPs/image. Perick et al. [16] pro-
posed a two-stage adaptive density-weighted contrast
enhancement (DWCE) filter in conjunction with a Lapla-
cian-of-Gaussian edge detector for mass detection. They
reported 96% detection accuracy at 4.5 FPs/image for 25
mammograms by using a set of morphological features.
Texture features based on gray-level co-occurrence matrices
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were studied later for a dataset of 168 cases [17]. A detec-
tion accuracy of 80% was achieved at 2.3 FPs/image.
Mudigonda and Rangayyan [18] proposed to employ
Gaussian smoothing and sub-sampling operations as pre-
processing steps in mass detection. The mass portions are
segmented by establishing intensity links from the central
portions of masses into the surrounding areas. A sensitivity
of 81% was achieved at 2.2 FPs/image for mass versus nor-
mal tissue. Malignant mass versus benign case classification
resulted in Az = 0.9 under ROC curve for 26 masses. Gra-
dient and texture analysis was used in [19] to classify
masses into benign and malignant cases. Some other meth-
ods were proposed for the detection of spiculated masses
due to their high likelihood of malignancy [14,30].

Image segmentation is the fundamental task in these
computer aided detection systems. It is indeed true that
the image segmentation needs robust algorithms. The
robustness means that the performance of an algorithm
should be relatively stable for small deviations from the
assumed model, or noise and outliers [29]. Recent years
have seen increasing interests in developing robust cluster-
ing algorithms for the applications in computer vision [7,6],
image segmentation [32,3,12] and pattern recognition [1].
Many robust algorithms have been proposed for fuzzy
clustering and a comprehensive review can be found in
[29]. Dave [28] proposed robust fuzzy clustering algorithm
by introducing the concept of noise cluster in addition to c

clusters. A noise prototype is defined such that it is equi-
distant to all the points in the data set, i.e. the noise cluster
is determined based on distance measure. In the same year,
Krishnapuram [27] published a possibilistic approach for
c-means clustering. The membership of each data is a
possibilistic membership. Many other robust clustering
algorithms can be found in the literature, such as [26,13].
Wu et al. [9] proposed a new metric to replace the Euclid-
ean norm in c-means clustering procedure which is robust
to noisy data and outliers. The more recent work of robust
clustering is presented in [8].

In this paper, a robust information clustering (RIC)
algorithm incorporating spatial information is proposed
for mammographic mass detection as the help of screen-
ing mammography. Pixels on the fuzzy margin of a mass
and noisy data are identified by the RIC based on the
minimax optimization of the mutual information. Similar
to the general statistical theory in [31,22], the RIC algo-
rithm is considered as a learning machine problem with
the limited training data rather than based on the infinite
number of training data. It is a two-phase minimax opti-
mization procedure. Through a minimizing mutual infor-
mation scheme and starting from one, the number of
clusters is increased gradually, which minimizes the free
energy function from high to low temperature. Starting
from an initial single cluster of all input patterns, a
new cluster is added each time as the temperature is low-
ered to a critical point. The robust estimation phase is
carried out to maximize the mutual information and esti-
mate the outliers. The algorithm is robust in the sense
that both peak and valley of image intensity histogram
are estimated simultaneously.

The detection system employs a bottom-up image inter-
pretation strategy that includes three major steps: ROI
extraction, RIC segmentation incorporating spatial infor-
mation and false positive (FP) reduction. The raw regions
of interest (ROIs) were first extracted from the global
mammograms by two steps of adaptive thresholding. Then
RIC algorithm was applied for further segmentation. In the
step of FP reduction, both area and texture features were
calculated for the ROIs in the suspicious cluster resulted
from the segmentation step, and support vector machine
(SVM) [31] was used as the classifier to further reduce the
number of FPs.

Instead of constructing an artificial system as a high-
tech radiologist, the objective of this study intends to serve
as the first vision in the process. It aims to locate the suspi-
cious regions of mass candidates in the mammograms that
will be further examined by other diagnostic techniques or
by radiologists. The RIC clustering algorithm was used
here as a technique to partition the entire ROI into distinc-
tive meaningful regions to isolate the mass candidates from
their background tissues based on the statistical probability
distribution of intensity feature. Spatial information was
incorporated during the process of outliers partitions.
Experimental results show that the proposed RIC algo-
rithm incorporating spatial information is effective in mam-
mographic mass detection.
2. Method

2.1. Raw ROI extraction

The RIC was applied within certain raw ROI. In this
study, two steps of adaptive thresholding were used for
ROI extraction. There are two main areas in a mammo-
graphic image: breast region and non-breast region. In gen-
eral, the non-breast region of the digitized magmmogram
has a very low intensity level and a maximum peak in the
histogram. The intensities of the breast region, however,
may vary with different patients and depend on the mam-
mography conditions. It should be noted that the back-
ground objects with high intensity can affect the
extraction result of ROI. Therefore, the breast region was
first extracted from digitized mammograms by adaptive
thresholding. The level of threshold for the breast region
is determined as the mean of the intensities within the win-
dow around a pixel. Considering the processing speed, a
window of 4 · 4 was chosen instead of each pixel. Some
mammograms in MiniMIAS database contain background
objects with intensity higher than the breast region, or even
higher than mass region, as shown in Fig. 1. They may
deteriorate the results of raw ROI extraction and final seg-
mentation if they are segmented together with the breast
region. Due to the breast region is the major region in
the mammogram that occupies the largest area compared



Fig. 1. Illustration of components in a mammogram. There are two major
areas in a mammogram, breast region and non-breast region. The breast
region contains pectoral muscle, breast tissues or mass. The non-breast
region contains dark background and background objects, as indicated in
the figure.
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with the regions of other segmented objects, the segmented
region with largest area was selected as breast region.

Based on breast region extraction, the second step of
adaptive thresholding was carried out for the extraction
of ROI. The threshold for each pixel in the breast region
was computed as Threshold ¼ meanþ std

factor
[11], where

‘std’ represents the standard deviation. The ‘mean’ and
standard deviation were computed for all the pixels in the
breast region. A ‘factor’ of 3.0 is chosen empirically. There
are a few sub-regions after the second step of adaptive
thresholding, including some isolated points and very small
regions, which may not be part of a mass. These subregions
were dilated around their boundary for eight nearest neigh-
borhoods and then went through an area filter. The sub-
Fig. 2. Raw ROI extraction. It is the case of mdb111 in MiniMIAS that cont
tissues. (a) Original image. The circled region contains mass. In addition to the b
by first step of thresholding. (c) Raw ROI, extracted by second step of adapti
regions with areas larger than certain threshold were
remained as part of the interested region for further pro-
cessing. A raw ROI was formulated finally (see Fig. 2),
based on which RIC was going to be used for further
segmentation.
2.2. Robust information clustering (RIC) algorithm

The ROI normally contains subregions of fat, parenchy-
mal tissues or masses. Each region corresponds to one
group of intensity level. The mean intensity of each group
varies according to their surrounding tissues. The proposed
method to segment mass region is based on the assumption
that the mean intensity of mass region is brighter than its
surrounding tissues [5]. It should be noted that the fuzzy
characters make it hard to find the boundary of a mass.
Additionally, artifacts or noisy intensities may deviate the
target patterns from the optimal positions, therefore,
robust clustering algorithm is proposed here for the seg-
mentation of mammograms.

In image segmentation, it requires that a decision should
be made about the type of each pixel, i.e. which feature
groups (or code vectors) the pixel belongs to. It is an obser-
vation at each pixel and describes the relation between
source vector xi 2 X, i = 1, . . . , l and pattern class wk 2W,
k = 1, . . . ,K (scalar if intensity only), which can also be sta-
ted as partitioning a given set of pixels into subgroups,
each of which should be as homogeneous as possible within
group, and should be as inhomogeneous as possible
between groups. K is the maximum number of pattern par-
titions. It is an unsupervised clustering problem. The dis-
similarity measure between the information source and
target patterns is stated by the least mean square distance
in Euclidean space

min
k;i

dðxi;wkÞ ¼
1

2
kwk � xik2 ð1Þ

Based on the least mean square measure, some of the pop-
ular clustering algorithms have been developed like the ba-
sic k-means, fuzzy c-means and improved robust versions,
ains an asymmetry malignant mass surrounded by dense glandular breast
reast region, there are two background objects. (b) Breast region, obtained
ve thresholding.
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like robust noise [29] and possibility clustering algorithm
[15]. According to Huber [20], a robust procedure can be
characterized as first, it should have a reasonably good
accuracy at the assumed model; second, small deviations
from the model assumptions should impair the perfor-
mance only by a small amount; and third, larger deviations
from the model assumptions should not cause a catastro-
phe. The first requirement is the consideration whether
data are clean. It plays great importance in statistics and
engineering since systems have to be designed such that
their performance yields accurate estimation. The second
property gains much attentions since the data is not clean
in engineering practice, i.e. small deviations should not
have a significant negative effect on the performance. The
third requirement is related to the concept of breakdown
point. According to these properties, the most important
one is the robustness to initialization, namely, stable per-
formance. Another common scheme of robustness is to re-
ject or ignore a subset of the input patterns by evaluating
the membership function, which can be viewed as a robust
weight function to phase out outliers. The robust perfor-
mance of the fuzzy algorithms in [28] is explained in a sense
that it involves the memberships of all input patterns of a
given cluster, but not the membership of a particular pat-
tern in all clusters.

Suppose the probability distributions of xi and wk are
p(xi) and p(wk), respectively, and conditional probability
distributions are p(xijwk) and p(wkjxi). For the two basic
concepts in information theory, i.e. rate distortion and
channel capacity, let us first consider the rate distortion
function that is defined as [24]

RðDðp�ðXÞÞÞ ¼ min
pðWjXÞ

Iðp�ðXÞ; pðWjXÞÞ ð2Þ

with the constraintXl

i¼1

XK

k¼1

p�ðxiÞpðwkjxiÞdðwk; xiÞ

6

Xl

i¼1

XK

k¼1

p�ðxiÞ�pðwkjxiÞdðwk; xiÞ ð3Þ

where the mutual information I(p*(X),p(WjX)) is expressed
as

Iðp�ðXÞ; pðWjXÞÞ

¼ pðWjXÞ
Xl

i¼1

XK

k¼1

p�ðxiÞpðwkjxiÞ ln
pðwkjxiÞPl

i¼1pðwkjxiÞp�ðxiÞ

" #
ð4Þ

In these equations, p*(X) is the fixed unconditional pre-
probability, p(WjX) is the titled distribution, as

pðwkjxiÞ ¼
pðwkÞ expð�dðwk; xiÞ=T ÞPK
k¼1pðwkÞ expð�dðwk; xiÞ=T Þ

ð5Þ

and �pðwkjxiÞ is the titled distribution that achieves a mini-
mum value in R(D(p*(X))). The rate distortion function is
usually investigated in term of a parameter s = � 1/T with
T 2 (0,1). It can be further formulated as a constraint
optimization problem

RðDðp�ðXÞÞÞ ¼ sDðp�ðXÞÞ þ min
pðWjXÞ

F ðp�ðXÞ; pðWjXÞÞ ð6Þ

where F(p*(X),p(WjX)) is the DA clustering objective func-
tion as (Rose [10])

F ðp�ðXÞ; pðWjXÞÞ ¼ Iðp�ðXÞ; pðWjXÞÞ

� s
Xl

i¼1

XK

k¼1

p�ðxiÞpðwkjxiÞdðwk; xiÞ � Dðp�ðXÞÞ
 !

ð7Þ

From these deduction we can see that minimizing the mu-
tual information leads to deterministic annealing.

To gain robustness, we focus on the property of density
estimation p(xi) 2 p(X). Instead of the fixed equal distribu-
tion p*(xi) = 1/l in the minimization of mutual information
(DA) algorithm, maximization of the mutual information
is considered to evaluate different distributions of all input
patterns of a given cluster, in particular, seeking the outli-
ers with p(xi) = 0 and eliminating them from the data set
for the final data partitions. According to information the-
ory, the mutual information can also be written in the fol-
lowing form

IðX;WÞ ¼ max
pðxi jwkÞ

Xl

i¼1

XK

k¼1

pðxiÞp�ðwkjxiÞ ln
pðxijwkÞ

pðxiÞ
ð8Þ

The capacity of a channel (or prototypes wk) expresses the
maximum rate at which information can be reliably con-
veyed by the channel, defined as [23]

C ¼ max
pðxiÞ

IðX;WÞ ð9Þ

¼ max
pðxiÞ

max
pðxijwkÞ

Xl

i¼1

XK

k¼1

pðxiÞp�ðwkjxiÞ ln
pðxijwkÞ

pðxiÞ
ð10Þ

According to Theorem 1 in [23], for a given p*(wkjxi), the
capacity is maximized by

pðxiÞ ¼
exp

PK
k¼1p�ðwkjxiÞ ln pðxijwkÞ

� �Pl
i¼1 exp

PK
k¼1p�ðwkjxiÞ ln pðxijwkÞ

� � ; ð11Þ

where p*(wkjxi) is the titled (or conditional probability) dis-
tribution obtained in the DA step, and the backward tran-
sition probability p(xijwk) is obtained through the Bayes
formula

pðxijwkÞ ¼
pðxiÞp�ðwkjxiÞPl
i¼1pðxiÞp�ðwkjxiÞ

ð12Þ

Note that the mutual information I(X,W) is not negative.
However, the individual item in the sum of the capacity
can be negative. If the ith pattern xi is taken into account
and p�ðwkjxiÞ <

Pl
i¼1pðxiÞp�ðwkjxiÞ, then the probability

of the kth code vector (mass center) is decreased by the ob-
served pattern and gives a negative information about pat-
tern xi. Then the particular input pattern may be
considered as an unreliable pattern (outlier) and its nega-
tive effect must be offset by other input patterns.
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Therefore, the maximization of the mutual information
provides a robust density estimation of the noisy pattern
(outlier) in term that the average information is over all
clusters and input patterns. The robust density estimation
and optimization is now to maximize the mutual informa-
tion against p(xi) and p(xijwk), i.e., the maximization of
mutual information in (9) is a double maximization for a

priori p(xi) via p(xijwk) in (10) [23]. For any value of i, if
p(xijwk) = 0, then p(xi) should be set equal to zero in order
to obtain the maximum, such that a corresponding training
pattern xi can be deleted and dropped from further consid-
eration in the optimization procedure as an outlier.

The RIC is basically a two-phase iteration clustering
algorithm, i.e. deterministic annealing clustering to mini-
mize the mutual information through (2) and (3), and the
robust estimation of the outliers to maximize mutual infor-
mation through (9). For more details, comprehensive illus-
tration and proof are in [21,23]. The implementation of
RIC is summarized as follows.

1. Fixed p*(xi) = 1/l, do DA clustering [10], obtain the opti-
mal titled distribution of p(wkjxi).

2. Let p*(wkjxi) = p(wkjxi), initialize the prior probability of
p(xi) = 1/l, where l is the number of the input patterns.

3. Set

ci ¼ exp
XK

k¼1

p�ðwkjxiÞ ln
p�ðwkjxiÞPl

i¼1pðxiÞp�ðwkjxiÞ

 !
ð13Þ

4. If

ln
Xl

i¼1

pðxiÞci � ln max
i¼1;...;l

ci < e ð14Þ

go to step 5, where e > 0, otherwise, set

pðxiÞ ¼ pðxiÞ
ciPl

i¼1pðxiÞci

ð15Þ

go to step 3.
5. The input patterns with p(xi) = 0 are estimated as

outliers.
6. Do DA clustering for input patterns of all xi with

p(xi) > 0, stop.

The e > 0 is an accuracy control parameter. At the final
point of estimation, pixels will be deemed as outliers with
p(xi) = 0. Until now all the pixels in ROI belong to two
clusters: outliers and non-outliers. Label zero was assigned
to pixels that belong to outliers, and label one was assigned
to pixels that belong to the non-outliers. Then the outliers
were going to be partitioned by incorporating spatial
information.

2.3. Outlier partitions by incorporating spatial information

Since image data has inherent spatial ordering, the
spatial information can influence their clustering results,
particularly for noisy data and ambiguous data around
an object, which are called outliers that were identified
in the RIC step. Therefore, we introduce the spatial con-
text [2] into the outliers clustering based on the concept
that the prototypes after RIC clustering are optimized,
i.e. the cluster centers are optimal that are fixed for the
further outliers clustering. The objective distances were
calculated from the identified outliers to the fixed proto-
types (centroids).

Consider a 3 · 3 window centered at each outlier.
Suppose the image is M · N, the image patterns xi 2 X

are converted into M · N matrix and the location of
an outlier in the image is (m,n), where m 2 (1,M) and
n 2 (1, N). The distance of the outlier to kth cluster cen-
ter wk is updated as

bd k;m;n¼
1

8

X1

h1¼�1

X1

h2¼�1

d2
k;m;nk

m;n
h1 ;h2
þd2

k;mþh1 ;nþh2
1�km;n

h1 ;h2

� �� �
ð16Þ

with (h1,h2) „ (0, 0), and dk,m,n is the distance of the outlier
to kth cluster center, dk;mþh1;nþh2

is the distance of the neigh-
bor located at (m + h1,n + h2) to kth cluster center. The
km;n

h1;h2
is a weighted function as

km;n
h1;h2
¼ 1

1þ expð�ðdðm;nÞ;ðmþh1;nþh2Þ � lÞ=rÞ ð17Þ

where parameter d is the distance between the outlier and
its neighbors. For the outlier at location of (m,n),
dðm;nÞ;ðmþh1;nþh2Þ gives the Euclidean distance between feature
vectors xm,n and its neighbor xmþh1;nþh2

, i.e.

dðm;nÞ;ðmþh1;nþh2Þ ¼ ðxm;n � xmþh1;nþh2
ÞTðxm;n � xmþh1;nþh2

Þ
ð18Þ

the feature vector xm,n is updated by

bxm;n ¼
1

8

X1

h1¼�1

X1

h2¼�1

ðkm;n
h1;h2

xm;n þ ð1� km;n
h1;h2
Þxmþh1;nþh2

Þ ð19Þ

The parameter l is defined as

l ¼ 1

MN

XM

m¼1

XN

n¼1

1

8

X1

h1¼�1

X1

h2¼�1

dðm;nÞ;ðmþh1;nþh2Þ

 !
ð20Þ

with (h1,h2) „ (0,0).

From these definition we can see that if the feature vec-
tor of an outlier is close to its neighbors in feature space,
then dðm;nÞ;ðmþh1;nþh2Þ is small. The distance of an outlier is
greatly influenced by its neighbors. Otherwise, it is largely
independent of its neighbors. The implementation of outli-
ers clustering is given as follows:

1. Obtain outliers and the optimal cluster prototypes (or
centers) from RIC.

2. Convert the feature vector into M · N matrix that corre-
sponds to the image formulation. Set the maximum iter-
ation number L and the value of parameter r.

3. Calculate dðm;nÞ;ðmþh1;nþh2Þ, l, km;n
h1;h2

according to (18), (20)
and (17).
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4. Update the weighted distance bd k;m;n and feature vectorbxm;n according to (16) and (19).
5. Go to step 3 if the iteration does not reach the maximum

number L.
6. Assign labels to outliers with minimum distance bd k;m;n,

stop.

2.4. Feature extraction

Statistical image texture analysis, which has been
described by Raeth et al. [34], was used to improve
the ability of distinguishing normal from abnormal
cases. One area and nine texture features were extracted
within ROIs. Among these texture features, two are the
first order texture features, i.e. the mean of gray level
and gray variance that describe the hight and shape
of the gray level histogram. The other seven features
are second order texture features. Two features were
calculated from the first order gradient distribution:
mean gradient and variance of gradient. Five features
were calculated from the gray level co-occurrence
matrix: namely energy, inertia, entropy, homogeneity
and correlation. The co-occurrence matrices were taken
in the North–South, and East–West directions at pixels
spacing of 1.

Based on the feature extraction, support vector machine
(SVM) [31] was used as classifier to further classify the ROI
into normal and abnormal case as a help of FP reduction.
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Fig. 3. The performance of RIC on outliers identification and image segmentat
that contains a case of mass. (b) Outliers (dark points) that are estimated by RIC
Histogram of the original ROI. (e) Histogram of the original image with outl
3. Experimental results

In this section, the experimental results for breast mass
detection are presented. A testing data set of 60 mammo-
grams were used to test and evaluate the performance of
the proposed algorithms. Among these mammograms, six
contain normal breast tissue only, and 54 have at least
one mass surrounded by glandular and dense glandular
breast tissues with 30 benign and 24 malignant masses.

3.1. The performance of RIC for mammographic image

segmentation

An example of RIC for outliers identification and image
segmentation for mammographic image is provided in the
following paragraph and shown in Fig. 3. The maximum
cluster number is chosen as two. There are three true clus-
ters after RIC clustering, namely, normal breast tissues,
mass body, and the outlier. Fig. 3(a) is the raw ROI that
contains mass. Its corresponding histogram is illustrated
in Fig. 3(d). During RIC clustering, the whole image data
was first partitioned into two clusters: outliers and non-
outliers. As shown in Fig. 3(b), the estimated outliers are
represented by intensity value of zero, i.e. dark points in
the image, where bright points are the normal data. It
can be seen that the outliers represent pixels on the bound-
ary around the mass region and some disconnected noisy
data. The three clusters after RIC clustering, i.e. outliers,
normal breast tissue and mass region, are illustrated in
40 160 180 200 220

c

f

ion for mammographic image. The number of cluster is two. (a) Raw ROI
. (c) Segmentation result by RIC, where dark points represent outliers. (d).

iers removed. (f) Segmentation result by DA.
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Fig. 3(c). The outlier-free image data were partitioned into
two clusters, each of which has distinctive intensity. The
histogram of the original image with outliers removed by
RIC algorithm is illustrated in Fig. 3(e). Fig. 3(f) shows
the segmentation result by DA.

Fig. 3(e) demonstrates that a portion of gray levels in the
proximity of the valley between the two peeks in histogram
are identified automatically by RIC, rather than the one by
the standard clustering method. Because of the estimation
of outliers, the suspicious cluster that contains mass has
less number of subregions than that obtained by standard
DA. As a result, it reduced the complexity of further anal-
ysis. Certain criteria is necessary to relocated the identified
outliers into the two clusters optimally.
Fig. 4. Segmentation results comparison. Pixels in the same cluster represented
results in first column, four for the second column, three for the third and fourt
FCM. (c) Segmentation results by DA. (d) Segmentation results by PCM. (e)
3.2. Segmentation result for outlier partitions by

incorporating spatial information

We further partitioned the estimated outliers into differ-
ent clusters incorporating the spatial information. For the
purpose of comparison, the mammograms were segmented
not only by the proposed spatial RIC algorithm, they were
also segmented by fuzzy c-means (FCM), DA, and one of
the most popular robust clustering algorithms, named pos-
ssibilistic c-means (PCM) clustering algorithm [29] as illus-
trated in Fig. 4. The raw ROIs are shown in the row
Fig. 4(a) that contain mass. The segmentation results are
given in row Fig. 4(b)–(e), respectively. Pixels in the same
cluster are represented by the same intensity value. The
by the same intensity. The number of cluster is two for the segmentation
h columns. (a) The raw ROI in mammograms. (b) Segmentation results by
Segmentation results by RIC incorporating spatial information.
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same location in ROI may be represented by different inten-
sities for different segmentation since the labels are assigned
randomly at the end of clustering. It can be seen that the seg-
mentation results by RIC incorporating with spatial infor-
mation are able to find optimal boundary of mass with less
noisy regions compared with FCM, DA and PCM methods.
3.3. FP reduction

FP reduction was performed during the two steps of seg-
mentation, i.e. adaptive thresholding and RIC. Since some
subregions were segmented together with ROIs and masses,
which may lead further analysis more complex. Thus, fol-
lowing each step of segmentation, region growing was per-
formed for each subregion that belongs to the suspicious
group, and the area of each subregion was calculated. In
the first step of adaptive thresholding, the object with the
largest area was selected as breast region since it occupies
the major structure in the mammogram. The raw ROI
was extracted within the segmented breast structure, in
which two main regions that may contain mass have high
intensity: the pectoral muscle and the glandular breast tis-
sues. The pectoral muscle represents a predominant density
region in most mammograms with medio-lateral oblique
(MLO) views. The segmentation results will be affected or
biased if it is included in ROI for intensity-based image
processing methods. Ferrari et al. [25] proposed a new
method for the identification of the pectoral muscle based
upon a multi-resolution technique using Gabor wavelets.
Table 1
The detection results of the number of suspicious regions per image for RIC,

Mammogram RIC DA FCM PCM

mdb001 1 5 5 1
mdb002 1 1 1 1
mdb013 7 7 7 8
mdb015 8 12 12 6
mdb017 3 4 4 4
mdb019 7 6 11 7
mdb021 7 8 7 3
mdb023 4 8 7 5
mdb030 10 15 14 10
mdb032 10 17 10 7
mdb058 4 7 7 5
mdb063 2 3 2 6
mdb072 2 2 2 3
mdb081 1 1 1 1
mdb083 9 6 10 10
mdb090 5 5 6 0
mdb099 14 9 10 8
mdb102 3 3 3 8
mdb104 5 5 4 3
mdb105 4 3 4 1
mdb107 6 7 7 5
mdb110 3 3 3 3
mdb111 2 3 3 2
mdb115 1 1 2 1
mdb163 2 5 5 2
mdb193 2 8 7 5
mdb124 2 3 2 3
In this study, the pectoral muscle was identified as the larg-
est object among the first ten subregions with area larger
than 200 pixels according to the searching method. Raw
ROI was thus formulated based on the pectoral muscle
and noisy points removal.

After the segmentation by RIC incorporating spatial
information, all the pixels in ROI were grouped into K

clusters. The mean intensity of each cluster is different,
where the mean intensity of the cluster that contain mass
has the highest value (according to assumption), which is
called suspicious cluster. There were some subregions or
isolated points in the suspicious cluster. The final abnormal
cases were identified by SVM classifier based on both area
and texture features extracted from the ROIs in the suspi-
cious cluster, where radius based function(RBF) was used
as the kernel function.
4. Detection results

The purpose of final FP reduction is to increase the detec-
tion rate. For the complicated diagnosis system, it is able to
decrease the computational complexity and allows more
computationally intensive classifiers to be applied to as few
objects as possible. In this step, one area and nine texture fea-
tures were extracted from each suspicious ROI in the selected
cluster, and SVM was applied as the classifier to classify the
these ROIs into normal and abnormal cases. Corresponding
to the target of mammography screening, the purpose of this
study is to locate the suspicious areas that may contain mass,
DA, FCM and PCM based on the same raw ROI

Mammogram RIC DA FCM PCM

mdb117 3 3 3 3
mdb120 2 3 4 1
mdb121 2 1 2 2
mdb127 4 7 7 18
mdb145 3 5 4 8
mdb165 1 1 1 1
mdb170 2 2 3 2
mdb171 1 2 2 1
mdb175 1 2 1 6
mdb178 1 2 2 3
mdb179 1 2 1 1
mdb181 1 1 1 1
mdb186 1 4 4 1
mdb188 2 1 1 1
mdb190 1 1 1 1
mdb191 3 5 6 0
mdb198 2 5 5 7
mdb199 7 5 6 7
mdb202 1 7 7 7
mdb207 1 1 1 1
mdb244 4 5 5 2
mdb264 1 1 1 1
mdb265 3 4 3 5
mdb315 1 1 1 1
mdb270 9 8 9 6
mdb290 1 1 1 1
mdb125 4 4 4 5
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therefore, the detection results are evaluated by terms of sen-
sitivity and the number of false positives per image.

For the comparison of the detection results, standard
clustering methods of FCM and DA, as well as one of
the most popular robust clustering algorithms PCM, were
also implemented based on the same detection system as
spatial RIC, i.e. the image segmentation by spatial RIC,
DA, FCM and PCM were based on the same ROIs. By reg-
ulating the cluster number in image segmentation, the
parameters of threshold and classifier in the step of raw
ROI selection and abnormal case classification, different
detection results were obtained. In the experiments, the
numbers of cluster for RIC and PCM were regulated from
two to three, and the numbers of cluster for DA and FCM
were from two to six. The detection results for mammo-
grams with mass are illustrated in Table 1.
Fig. 5. FROC analysis for the detection systems based on RIC incorpo-
rating spatial information, DA, FCM and PCM.

Fig. 6. Detection results for mdb181. (a) Original image. The circled region con
Among the 54 mammograms, thirty masses are embed-
ded in glandular breast tissues, and twenty-four masses are
within dense glandular breast tissues. The proposed detec-
tion system incorporating RIC algorithm obtains a sensi-
tivity of 90.7% at the false positive of 2.57 per image.
The detection result of the detection system incorporating
with DA is 3.56 FPs per image and 3.59 FPs per image
for the incorporation of FCM. When incorporation of
PCM, the detection result is 3.91.

Fig. 5 is the free-response ROC (FROC). From this fig-
ure, we can see that at the same TP fraction, the number of
FPs by RIC is less than that of DA, FCM and PCM. When
FP is under 3.5, the performance of RIC and PCM are bet-
ter than DA and FCM, i.e. at the same number of FPs per
image, the TP fraction by RIC and PCM are higher than
that being produced by DA and FCM, where RIC outper-
formed PCM. When the number of false positives is larger
than certain value, as 3.9 in this study, the TP fraction of
these four methods are the same.

Because of the estimation of outliers, RIC can segment
mass body from its background even when it is embedded
in the dense glandular breast tissue with relatively less
number of FPs compared with DA, FCM and PCM meth-
ods, i.e. RIC has robust capacity in data splitting and esti-
mating the noisy points. In addition, due to the
incorporation of spatial information, the detected results
are of benefit for the further mass pattern analysis(i.e.
benign or malignant), which is beyond the focus of this
paper and can be discussed in further study. We also
observed that the segmented mass region by DA and
FCM includes large area of background breast tissues
which leads to the number of FPs relatively less in some
images. Based on the experimental analysis we can see that
the detection system incorporating spatial RIC works more
effective in false positive reduction than the systems based
on DA, FCM and PCM.
tains mass. (b) Detection result of RIC incorporating spatial information.



Fig. 7. Detection results for mdb198. (a) Original image. The circled region contains mass. (b) Detection result of RIC incorporating spatial information.
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The detection results by RIC for four different kinds of
masses embedded in glandular or dense glandular breast
tissues are illustrated in Figs. 6 and 7. Fig. 6 shows the final
FP reduction results of the case mdb181, which contains
spiculated mass within glandular breast tissue. Fig. 7 is
the detection results of the case mdb198 that has spiculated
mass in dense breast tissue.

5. Conclusion

We have presented a RIC algorithm for mammographic
mass detection. It can identify outliers and clusters the mam-
mographic image into corresponding clusters by using fea-
ture space and spatial contextual information. Unlike the
classical robust clustering algorithm, RIC has the capability
to find outliers automatically by the minimax optimization
of mutual information. In addition, the incorporation of
spatial information with RIC algorithm reduces the number
of noisy regions and results in optimal mass boundary.
Experimental results show that the proposed algorithm
works effective for mammographic image segmentation
and detection.
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